. In contrast the fractions from no. 38 to 42 yielded larger amounts of AVR than did the other fractions. These results suggested that the cytosol fraction contains two different enzymes, which catalyze the formation of the unknown substance and of AVR, respectively. In order to confirm this the following two-step procedure was devised.
HAVN was first incubated with pooled fractions 29 to 33 to produce unknown substance, and then each fraction obtained after Mono Q column chromatography was added to an aliquot of the resultant reaction mixture. AVR was produced significantly when each fraction from no. 38 to 54 was added, whereas other fractions did not show any change (Fig. 1B) We succeeded in isolating the new intermediate from the preparation obtained after incubating HAVN with the purified HAVN dehydrogenase. The structure was assigned to be OAVN (Fig. 2) 
